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artificial intelligence and big data, how the IRS uses and benefits
from technology, and what tax practitioners should know when
they represent clients in the future.
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If tax practitioners continue to rely upon television and movies to guide their
understanding about artificial intelligence, they will surely be at a disadvantage.
Machines are not taking over the world. Computers do not have minds and they
do not dream.
But, even though computers have certain subjective limitations, they have
unlimited potential in the modern tax enforcement and compliance initiatives
recently adopted by the IRS. As federal enforcement agencies are increasingly
asked to do more with less, the U.S. government has implemented advanced
technology platforms to enforce financial crimes which have increased in sophistication. As tax cheats and other financial criminals started targeting the digital
world, the IRS reciprocated those efforts by modernizing its tax enforcement and
compliance strategy.
This article explores the nature of artificial intelligence and big data, how the
IRS uses and benefits from technology, and what tax practitioners should know
when they represent clients in the future.

What Is Artificial Intelligence and Big Data?
A simple definition of artificial intelligence is “machines acting in ways that
seem intelligent.”1 But the term artificial intelligence is not so easy to define.
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The word “artificial” simply means something that
does not occur naturally. But the word “intelligence”
has been defined in many ways. One good definition,
by psychologist Howard Gardner, focuses on problemsolving. Gardner explained, “intelligence is the ability
to solve problems, or to create products, that are valued
within one or more cultural settings.”2
An important distinction in the field of artificial
intelligence is between “narrow A.I.” and “general
A.I.” Narrow A.I. is defined as “machine-based systems
designed to address a specific problem (such as playing
chess).”3 To date, all applications of artificial intelligence are examples of narrow A.I. In contrast, general
A.I. refers to machines with the ability to solve many
different types of problems on their own, like humans
can. Examples of this are usually seen in science fiction
when computers and machines become self-realized
and take over the world. General A.I. is currently a hot
research topic, but many scientists argue it never will
become reality.4
Currently, organizations use three types of narrow
A.I.: machine learning, natural language processing,
and robotics. 5 Robots are automated devices that
perform physical tasks in the real world.6 Natural language processing is technology that enables machines
to understand and generate language in its written
and spoken form (think Microsoft Word spellcheck or
Google translate).7 Finally, machine learning artificial
intelligence uses predictive computer programs that
automate learning through experience using large data
sets.8 The artificial intelligence technology used by the
IRS is a form of machine learning technology, although
the IRS is currently testing natural language processing
applications.9
The rise of big data has increased the need for large scale
organizations like the IRS to rely upon machine learning
technology platforms. The artificial intelligence and big
data explosion are happening for specific reasons. First,
technological advances have allowed for cheaper and
more efficient storage of the 2.5 quintillion bytes of data
that are produced daily around the world.10 Given this
explosion of data production, 90% of the world’s data
has been created in the last two years.11 Data are created
through every digital process from electronic transactions
to cell phones to social media to live video feeds.12 All of
this is big data.
Second, computing power and the speed of computation is the fastest it has ever been.13 This makes it easier to
train artificial intelligence-based systems because the more
data the artificial intelligence has to compute, the more
reliable artificial intelligence becomes.14 Among the U.S.
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government agencies, the IRS likely has one of the largest
troves of data for artificial intelligence to compute.

How Will Artificial Intelligence and
Big Data Impact IRS Enforcement
Efforts?
Simply put, the IRS’s use of artificial intelligence and
big data has dramatically improved the efficiency of the
agency, specifically the agency’s employees.15 The IRS
has implemented a data-driven mindset throughout the
organization by increasing visibility and awareness for its
employees of the availability of Big Data within the organization.16 With limited resources and reduced budgets,
artificial intelligence and big data allow IRS agents to work
faster and smarter.17
Using data and predictive analytics, the IRS can discover
useful information about taxpayers faster and more efficiently during the audit or criminal investigation period,
which helps support decision making and impacts case
selection for all jurisdictions.18 This also leads to better
coordination among other law enforcement and federal
agencies because these agencies are able to fuse large
tax and financial data with other gathered data sets to
investigate cases more thoroughly, and de-conflict other
data by resolving contradictory conclusions during the
investigation process.19

Research, Applied Analytics and
Statistics
In 2011, the IRS created the Office of Compliance
Analytics (“OCA”) in order to construct analytics programs that could identify potential refund fraud, detect
taxpayer identity theft, and handle non-compliance
issues efficiently.20 OCA was charged with developing an
advanced analytics program that would rely on the use of
big data and predictive algorithms to reduce tax fraud.21
In 2016, significant organizational changes took place
when OCA and Research, Analysis and Statistics (“RAS”)
merged to create the office of Research Applied Analytics
& Statistics (“RAAS”).22
The mission of RAAS is to lead a data-driven culture
through innovative and strategic research, analytics,
statistics, and technology services in partnership with
internal and external stakeholders.23 Combining artificial
intelligence and advanced analytics platforms, RAAS
extracts value by leveraging vast amounts of propriety
data stored within the IRS legacy computers.24 Using
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sophisticated data graphing techniques, RAAS’s approach
improves traditional IRS methods because its various
departments can now find complex relationships within
existing data sets which were previously unknown to IRS
enforcement agents.25 These findings then are shared
with IRS employees to improve taxpayer compliance,
detect and prevent fraudulent behavior, and improve
enforcement efforts.26

Nationally Coordinated
Investigations Unit
IRS Criminal Investigations created the Nationally
Coordinated Investigations Unit (NCIU), which is
entirely focused on data analytics. 27 NCIU employs
an analytic platform for financial and tax criminal case
development that is used by over 2,000 analysts and
agents within the department.28 This analytic platform
increases the speed of investigation by providing increased
efficiency in user workflows, reducing tasks that used to
take hours to minutes, and building out leads in days
rather than weeks and months. The IRS announced that
due to its success, NCIU will become an official CI section in 2019, which will hire additional personnel and
launch new initiatives.29
During the past several years, the IRS-CI unit successfully used these data analytics tools in its efforts to
takedown numerous dark Web marketplaces and illicit
exchanges.30 RAAS helps the IRS define issues using large
data sets, conduct exploratory analysis, support case development, and help deter future non-compliance.
NCIU’s use of data analytics has also improved the
quality of new lead generation by providing agents and
analysts with the ability to generate high value leads from
millions of FinCEN reports and other data sources.31
Finally, these new tools help IRS CI build larger cases and
identify additional losses to the government, leading to
more complete case assessments.

Cryptocurrency Enforcement
The IRS now considers cryptocurrency an “emerging and
emerged-threat.”32 For criminal tax enforcement purposes,
the IRS is focused on how cryptocurrency holders may
be avoiding the payment of capital gains tax on the sale
of cryptocurrencies, or using offshore crypto-accounts to
escape foreign bank account reporting requirements.33 All
significant crypto-cases are now assigned an IRS Special
Agent, and the IRS now has the finest expertise in the
world tracking cryptocurrency.34
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Administratively, the IRS has made strides to educate
staff and put infrastructure in place to enforce cryptocurrency transactions. Two major IRS cryptocurrency groups
now exist in Los Angeles and Washington D.C. Every
IRS office in the United States is staffed with a cybercrimes employee, and the IRS implemented mandatory
training for all IRS Criminal Investigation employees on
cryptocurrency.35
The IRS is getting results on its cryptocurrency enforcement efforts because of its close collaboration with other
agencies, including the Department of Justice and international enforcement agencies, to track down “abuses of
cryptocurrency accounts.”36 The IRS has tens of millions
of records from various investigations and is making connections to select new cases. Significant resources are spent
on cryptocurrency investigations and taxpayers should be
mindful of that.37

Sophisticated Methods to Select Returns
for Audit

The IRS used data analytics for years to select returns
for audit, but the new technology has significantly
improved the IRS’s abilities. In September 2018,
the IRS signed a deal with Palantir Technologies for
$99 million over seven years.38 Palantir Gotham is a
project under the Palantir Technologies umbrella with
many other government clients, including the CIA and
Department of Defense.39 Palantir’s platforms are used
to “integrate[] and transform[] data, regardless of type
or volume, into a single, coherent data asset … [that
is] mapped into meaningfully defined objects—people,
places things, and events—and the relationships that
connect them.”40
The IRS uses the Palantir Gotham platform to run its
Lead Case Analytics service. Special agents and investigative analysts in IRS Criminal Investigations use Lead Case
Analytics to “generate leads, identify schemes, uncover
tax fraud, and conduct money laundering and forfeiture
investigative activities.”41
Although Lead Case Analytics and other data analytics
tools are relatively new to the IRS, the IRS has used data
for decades to determine which tax returns it will select
for audit. For instance, the IRS has used its Discriminate
Inventory Function System (DIF) since the 1960s.42 The
DIF system assigns a numeric score to individual and
some corporate tax returns; higher DIF scores indicate a
higher likelihood that a return will be audited and result
in a change to the taxpayer’s tax liability.43 The IRS also
selects returns for examination based on information
received through third-party reporting, such as Forms
1099 and W-2.44 Lead Case Analytics essentially uses the
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same framework and methods that the IRS has always
used, but on steroids.
The information collected and analyzed by the IRS will
continue to be massive and varied. New technology will
allow the IRS to use data more efficiently and in more
sophisticated ways.

The IRS’s Future Plans
In the last year, the IRS has taken significant steps to
enhance its technological capabilities. On June 27, 2018,
the IRS’s Cybersecurity issued a Request for Information
seeking input from the industry regarding artificial intelligence, machine learning, cognitive computing, and
data analytics techniques, algorithms, and capabilities
that have application to cybersecurity areas in the IRS.45
On December 4, 2018, the IRS revised the Request for
Information46 and posted an attachment listing five use
cases that the IRS is looking to address: (1) analyzing
user behavior to detect potentially suspicious patterns
by using A.I. and machine learning-driving systems; (2)
analyzing network traffic to pinpoint trends indicating
potential attacks; (3) incident response integration and
management to accelerate the discovery of software or
device vulnerabilities; (4) preemptive social media threat
analysis to monitor social media channels including comments and posts to detect threats against IRS systems; and
(5) application security penetration testing which identify
threats. Responses to the request were due on January
4, 2019, so the IRS may announce soon the use of new
platforms and technologies based on the responses it has
received to its request.
On December 18, 2018, the IRS issued a Request for
Information regarding tools that could be used for social
media research.47 In its request, the IRS states:
Business and individuals increasingly use social media
to advertise, promote, and sell products and services
… Most of this information is unrestricted, allowing the public, businesses, and various government
agencies to discover taxpayers’ location and income
sources. But the IRS currently has no formal tool to
access this public information, compile social media
feeds, or search multiple social media sites. The
IRS’s hope is that a vendor-supplied tool would help
expedite IRS case resolution for existing compliance
cases, providing a more efficient way of identifying
resources and assisting with the collection of known
tax deficiencies, leading to increased collection of
revenue involving unfiled tax returns and other tax
liabilities.48
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The IRS explains that it will only use the tool to “assist
with previously identified tax compliance cases” and
will not use the tool “to search internet or social media
sites for purposes of initiating new tax audits.”49 The
IRS’s use of social media data likely will raise concerns
with privacy issues despite the IRS’s statement that it
won’t use the data to go out looking for new audits and
enforcement actions.

What Tax Practitioners Should Know
Armed with the knowledge that the IRS is and will
continue to use new and better technology to aid in tax
enforcement, what can tax practitioners do to better prepare their clients who are under audit or may be subject
to a criminal investigation?
First, tax practitioners should ensure that their clients
are as open and honest as possible with them so that practitioners are prepared to address issues raised by the IRS in
audit and during interviews with IRS agents. Practitioners
need to develop new questions and be mindful of the IRS’s
new technological capabilities when interviewing new
clients. Client intake questions should include inquiries
about social media usage and online sales through digital
marketplaces, at a minimum. It is imperative that modern
tax practitioners develop a full understanding of a client’s
digital footprint.
The IRS is unlikely to tell taxpayers what information
they already have, and where and how they have obtained
information about the taxpayer, so the only way a tax
practitioner will be able to assist the client is if the client
gives them the information they need to handle whatever
issues arise. The IRS does not need to disclose to the taxpayer the “standards used or to be used for the selection
of returns for examination, or data used or to be used for
determining such standards.”50
Second, practitioners should advise clients to be
mindful about what they post on social media. For
instance, a taxpayer should not tell the IRS that they do
not have any money, but then post pictures of himself
on Instagram with expensive cars or on an extravagant
vacation. The IRS has announced a desire to get its
hands on social media data, and when it does, it will
use the data collected to determine when taxpayers are
being untruthful.
Lastly, tax practitioners should follow developments in
technology to stay abreast of changes at the IRS. The IRS
appears to have fully committed to the use of artificial
intelligence and machine learning and will continue to
add new technology to its enforcement arsenal in years
to come.
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